
 
 

      Hushme, the top 5 CES 2017 weirdest gadget, finally hits the market to 

help protect speech privacy in shared spaces. 
In 2021 the company is ready to come back with better design, microphone quality and 3 brand 

new colors. 
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 Hushme mask has been greatly improved thanks to our supporters at crowdfunding 

platforms, and now is selling worldwide. 

 Court reporters, writers who narrate their texts as well as home workers and gamers – all 

may benefit from using Hushme in their every day life. 

 We can send our product to you for a review. Renowned tech YouTubers such as Adri 

Geek and Good Mythical Morning have already reviewed Hushme on their channels. 

 

 

The crowdfunding campaign on Kistarter, Campfire and Indiegogo in 2017-2019 

revealed the growth points for Hushme and thanks to the feedback of our 

supporters we were able to massively improve the product in 3 years. 
 

In 2021 we have started mass production of Hushme Classic in white color, with a 

much better microphone quality and improved design, and we are soon to be ready 

to launch 3 additional colors.  
 

Hushme is already in the hands of our customers from USA, Japan, Canada, China, 

UK, Germany, France, and many more countries worldwide. 

 

After selling our first units and being reviewed by such renowned tech YouTubers 

as Adri Geek and Good Mythical Morning, we can say that Hushme is not only 

used for private conversations in public, but it is also a good choice for gamers, 

cohabitants, home workers, people who live in a house with thin walls because it 

dampens the voice and prevents noise bleeding into the microphone from the 

outside, so that nobody around you is being disturbed by the loud noises or there 

are no child yells leaking into the microphone during the video calls at work. 

 



“Hushme is an original and quality product, ideal for gamers.” - Adri Geek, a 

popular French tech YouTuber. 

“I can hear you, but it is muffled.” - Good Mythical Morning. 
 

 

Besides that, court reporters and writers who narrate their texts on the go or in 

noisy places are already interested in Hushme because it may help them get the 

work done much better and quicker. 

 

### 
 

Hushme Inc. – American based company, founded in 2017 by the community of 

like-minded people. 

 

For more information please visit www.gethushme.com 

We look forward to hearing from you! 
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